BASE PLATE WAX

PEMACO 1000 - ECONOMY

PEMACO 1500

PEMACO 2000

Pemaco 1000 is a dependable base plate wax
that boils out clean and is economically priced.
Available in Medium Soft for all seasons or
Medium Hard for warmer climates.

Pemaco 1500 is an all-season wax formulated
with a combination of waxes that provide for
maximum holding of teeth and minimum
shrinkage. This base plate wax boils out clean,
leaves no residue and shines nicely.

Pemaco 2000 is a strong, extremely tough all
season base plate wax. It is hard, not brittle and
handles the way you would expect an excellent
quality wax to handle. This wax does not crumble
and holds teeth securely, boils out clean, carves
without chipping and takes a high, brilliant polish.

MEDIUM HARD 1LB - 51510201PM
MEDIUM HARD 5LB - 51510205PM
MEDIUM SOFT 1LB - 51510101PM
MEDIUM SOFT 5LB - 51510105PM

PEMACO 1500 1LB - 51510301PM
PEMACO 1500 5LB - 51510305PM

PEMACO 2000 1LB - 51510401PM
PEMACO 2000 5LB - 51510405PM
PEMACO 2000 EXTRA HARD 1LB - 51510501PM
PEMACO 2000 EXTRA HARD 5LB - 51510505PM

PEMACO 3000

ALL SEASON

Pemaco 3000 is a softer base
plate wax but has a high melting
range. It is strong, tough, very
accurate and dependable. It
does not crumble or chip, boils
our clean, takes a high polish
and holds teeth securely.

Pemaco All Season base plate wax
was developed to be used most
anywhere a good quality wax is
needed. This wax boils out clean,
polishes nicely, and is formulated
to securely hold teeth.

PEMACO 3000 1LB - 51510601PM
PEMACO 3000 5LB - 51510605PM

ALL SEASON 1LB - 51510001PM
ALL SEASON 5LB - 51510005PM
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